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Abstract 

We report a search for long-lived heavy neutrinos produced by the neutral weak current 
in e + e~ annihilation at 29 GeV at PEP. Data from the Mark II detector are examined for 
evidence of events with one or more separated vertices in the radial range of 2 mm to 10 cm. 
No events were found that were consistent with the hypothesis of heavy neutrino production, 
eliminating the possibility of heavy neutrinos with decay lengths of 1 to 20 cm in mass range 
1 to 13 Gev/c 2. 

* This work was supported in part by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-76SF00515. 
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In e + e~ annihilation at PEP and PETRA energies the dominant reaction is the production 
of a pair of fundamental particles from a single virtual photon. All fundamental particles can 
be produced copiously in this way, provided enough energy is available to form their mass 
and provided that they couple to the photon, that is, that they have electric charge. One of 
the compelling reasons for studying e + e~ annihilation at the Z pole at SLC and T ^r* is that 
the dominant reaction will be the formation of pair of fundamental particles from Z, rather 
than a photon. Thus all fundamental particles which have weak charge will be copiously 
produced, including, for the first time, electrically neutral particles.15 

The point of this talk is that one does not necessarily have to wait for SLC turn-on to 
search for new neutral particles, because even at PEP energies there is a significant coupling 
to a virtual Z. One example of such a particle could be a heavy neutrino, either from a ft irth 
generation, or from a more exotic source. The cross section for producing a pair of neut: ios 

where E is the center of mass energy. At the PEP energy of 29 GeV, this cross section is 
only 0.34 pb,*' but the accumulated Mark II data of 203 pb~' yields 71 produced events and 
thus allows a reasonable search. 

If we assume thai the GIM mechanism" is valid for a heavy neutrino, then it will only 
be able to decay into one of the known charged leptons (e, ft, or r) and a virtual W via a 
(small) mixing angle c." This decay is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1. General diagram for heavy neutrino decay. 



In this (standard) model, the lift time of a heavy neutrino is completely calculable given 
the mixing angle e. It can be expressed in terms of the moon lifetime as 

\m*tJ ftrn^.Q SOT'S (2) 

where I represents the lepton to which vy, primarily couples, and f is a phase space correction 
which is significant for our application only when I = r and m^ is at most a few times m r . 
The branching fraction B can be calculated in much the same way as in r decay." Depending 
on m^ and sin 3 e, the decay lengths of a heavy neutrino can be appreciable. Figure 2 shows 
the contours of constant decay length as a function of these two variables. 
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Figure 2. Contours of constant Pfe decay length. 

The search was conducted with the Mark II detector at PEP.*'" The basic strategy was 
to look for events with two vertices that are separated from the interaction point and with no 
tracks coming from the interaction point. Even the observation of a single such event could 
be a spectacular signal. The main event requirements were 

1. Four or mom charged tracks. (From Fig. 1, it is clear that each v± must decay into at 
least two charged particles.) 
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2. One vertex with 2 mm < n < 10 cm, where ri is the radial distance between the first 
vertex and the interaction point. If r> < 3 mm or there were only four charged tracks 
in the event, then there must have been another vertex with rj > 2 mm. Otherwise, a 
second vertex was not required. 

3. No vertex within 1 mm of the interaction point. 

4. The stability of the interaction point was monitored with beam position monitors. For 
each run that was used in this analysis, the rms beam position had to be less than 
250 pm horizontally and 150 /xm vertically. 

•5. Tracks from identified Kjj's and A's were removed from consideration in finding vertices. 

5. Events were rejected if 7.4 cm < ri < 8.0 cm, since this was the tegion of the vacuum 
pipe. 

After applying these cuts, only three events remained. (A Monte Carlo simulation pre
dicted that we would Bee two events from known sources of background at this point in the 
analysis.) On further examination of these events, we found that they were all incompatible 
with the hypothesis of t^ pair production. In one event the position of the interaction point 
had moved 3 mm from its assumed position. This was determined by examining the vertex 
of the events immediately preceding and following the candidate event. A second event had 
only three charged particles present. The remaining tracks were from two independent pho
ton conversions in the chamber. The final event was kinematically incompatible with the i\ 
pair hypothesis because it had a backward-going 8 Gev/c track. 

Figure 3 shows the contour of excluded region at the 50% confidence level in the space of 
decay length and m n . The decay length region between 1 and 20 cm is excluded for 1 <mlr 

<13 GeV/c J. Figure 4 shows the same contour as a function of s in ' t and m ^ . 

Two other searches for vj, have been reported at this meeting." These searches exclude 
regions of combined lower mass and sin e than this experiment. It has also been recently 
pointed out by Gilman and Rhie" that the monojet search data reviewed here by Prepost" 1 

can be used to eliminate the possibility of a t^ which couples primarily to electrons and has 
m^ less than 12 GeV and sin2 e greater than about 5 x 10~ 3. 

In conclusion, there is presently no evidence for the existence of long-lived heavy neutrinos 
and large regions of decay length and mixing angles have been eliminated. We look forward 
to experiments at the SLC and LEP, where these searches can be conducted with much more 
sensitivity and generality. 
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Figure 3. Excluded region for ffc at the 90% confidence region as a function of decay length 
and m i . . 
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Figure 4. Excluded region for "h at the 90% confidence region as a function of sin e and m^ 
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